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ComfoCover 
Protective respirator mask  
for safe, easy and  
comfortable breathing 

ComfoCover 
The Covid-pandemic has shown once more 
the devastating impact of a virus.  It has 
provided clear evidence that protection from 
viral infections is and will remain of ultimate 
importance. Respirator masks are thereby 
highly recommended to be used as part of  
a comprehensive package of measures that 
help to reduce the further spread of a virus.

As addition to our already vast PPE product 
portfolio The Medical Export Group (MEG)  
is now producing an own respirator mask,  
the ComfoCover. The ComfoCover respirator 
mask is our solution to overcome the many 
challenges experienced worldwide in the  
on-time supply of reliable, cost-effective  
and comfortable protective masks.  

Quality 
The ComfoCover is being manufactured 
on our own production line in a factory in 
Europe with more than 30 years of successful 
experience in providing high quality respirator 
masks.  Our mask is adhering to the highest 
international quality standards. The main and 
delicate ingredient, the meltblown material,  
is manufactured in-house and the special fine 
fiber technology results into a high filtration 
efficiency.

Availability 
Our weekly production capacity is at least 
200,000 masks. In addition, being fully aware 
that in disasters every day counts, MEG is 
also carrying substantial stock levels in our 
warehouse in Vuren, the Netherlands to 
provide immediate and adequate response 
to emergencies. This warehouse, conveniently 
located near the main ports of Amsterdam (air) 
and Rotterdam (sea),  provides fast access to 
the entire world. 

Suitability 
The ComfoCover is suitable for anyone who 
works or lives in environments where harmful 
particles, pathogens and aerosols present  
a danger to their respiratory systems and  
long-term health. 
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Product features
■ Filtration efficiency: 
 - N95: ≥ 95% of 0.3 microns NaCL particles
 - FFP2: ≥ 94% of 0.6 microns NaCL particles
■ Latest filter media design technology providing lowest possible breathing resistance 
■ Lightweight design
■ Horizontal fold style for greater protection and comfort
■ Tested for a wide range of face profiles and head sizes
■ Individually wrapped
■ Adjustable nose piece and latex free straps for optimal fit and seal
■ Hypoallergenic materials providing extra comfort during wearing for extended periods

Two types
In order to meet the different regulatory guidelines in the country of destination,  
MEG delivers 2 types of the ComfoCover respirator mask:

N95:  
 - Item number: 4002463
 - Meets N95 Classification in accordance with NIOSH 42CFR PART 84
 - 25 masks/box: 4 boxes/case

FFP2:
 - Item number: 4002462
 - Meets FFP2 Classification in accordance with EN 149:2001 + A1:2009
 - 25 masks/box: 4 boxes/case

Want to order, inquire or learn more?
Please consult our sales team, send a message to  
comfocover@meg.nl or connect with us via the inquiry  
form on our website: www.meg.nl 

Deliver protection. Deliver the difference. 


